Faculty Thoughts: Mary Hargis

Welcome to the fall semester! Whether you’re on campus or joining us remotely, I’m excited for new opportunities for us to learn together. I’ve enjoyed hearing about the rigorous and engaging learning techniques our Psychology instructors are using this semester — from critical analysis of popular shows on Netflix to problem-based learning modules and beyond. I think active learning is especially critical right now, and our faculty has been busy these past months making sure our classes deliver a great experience. I’d also like to acknowledge the societal and cultural changes we have undergone this summer. My message is this: I hope you use your voice and your TCU education to create good in the world. There’s no time like the present. Go Frogs!
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Graduate Student Accomplishments

2019 Summer/Fall Graduates

- Kelly Brice – MS
- Andrew Nawoj – MS
- Paige Northern – MS
- Lauren Tidman – MS
- Ricky Valdes – MS

2020 Spring/Summer Graduates

- Amber Witherby – PhD
- Joanna Thompson – PhD

Grants